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0. Introduction

Sen’s conjecture

String Field Theory

Non-perturbative string theory

Tachyon vacuum = the solution of string field theory without a D-brane
Potential

Tachyon FieldD-brane

Energy of a D-brane
Tachyon vacuum

# of D-brane → -1

# of D-brane → +n ??



1. Bosonic Multiple Solution



Midpoint

1. Bosonic Multiple Solution

EOM

Action

Gauge transformation

（finite ： ）

[Witten ’86]

BPZ inner product : String Field → c#

BRS operator : String Field → String Field 

Star product (Midpoint int.): String Field ＊ String Field → String Field

String Field : Open String, gh# = 1, grassmann odd,
defined by a superposition of all string states 

String



Sliver frame

String field K,B,c

Convenient coordinate of CFT 
to describe the * product

K,B,c are defined by the sliver frame
and used to construct solutions.

[Rastelli-Zwiebach ‘01]

[Okawa ‘06]

1. Bosonic Multiple Solution

Identity
under the ＊ product

Wedge state



KBc alg.

BPZ inner product by using K,B,c in the sliver frame

[Okawa ’06]

1. Bosonic Multiple Solution

closed under the following relations:
[Nicholas-Schnabl ’16]



Pure-gauge form solution

Tachyon vacuum solution

[Okawa ‘06]

[Schnabl ’05
Erler-Schnabl ‘09]

1. Bosonic Multiple Solution

＊ Formally, any solutions can be written in pure-gauge form by using the homotopy opr. .

[Ellwood ‘09]

＊ we can treat 1/(1-K) as the superposition of wedge state
by using the Schwinger parameter

NO D-brane = NO open string vacuum



Double-brane Solution

EOM in the strong sense

Regularization is too singular to treat in the wedge state

[Murata-Schnabl ’11 
Hata-Kojita ‘12]

1. Bosonic Multiple Solution



2. Half-brane Solution



Modified cubic super SFT

GSO+ → GSO+,- : “internal” CP factor

2. Half-brane Solution

[Preitschopf-Thorn-Yost
Arefeva-Medvedev-Zubarev ‘90]

[Aref'eva-Belov-Giryavets ‘02]

Inverse PCO

EOM



KBcG alg. Extension of the KBc alg.

2. Half-brane Solution

KBc alg +

[Erler ’11]

BPZ inner product by using K,B,c,   in the sliver frame



Half-brane Solution The solution constructed by using K,B,c,G,

The energy of this solution is half of the tachyon vacuum.

[Erler ’11]

＊ Since 1/K does not exist, we use the EOM. 

2. Half-brane Solution



= Tachyon Vacuum?

= regular gauge transformation?

… ?? → Yes

and        

and are gauge equivalent.

2. Half-brane Solution



Classification by the sliver frame level expansion in [Erler ‘11]

2. Half-brane Solution



2. Half-brane Solution

Tachyon vacuum

Perturbative vacuum

: Solution



3. Double-brane Solution in Modified Cubic



3. Double-brane Solution in Modified Cubic

Double-brane Solution

EOM in the strong sense

“winding number” The double-brane solution
done not satisfying the EOM in the strong sense, but

Cf.)

↔ In the bosonic case, the double-brane solution satisfy the EOM in the strong sense. 



4. “Multiple Half-brane” Solution



Regularization

4. “Multiple Half-brane” Solution

“Multiple Half-brane” Solution



EOM in the strong sense

“winding number”

Cf.)

EOM in the strong sense + “winding number”
⇒ energy of this solution = (energy of a D-brane)×3/2

4. “Multiple Half-brane” Solution



＊Detail of the calculation

4. “Multiple Half-brane” Solution

Ex.)

(δ：super transformation)



4. “Multiple Half-brane” Solution
: Solution

Tachyon vacuum

Perturbative vacuum



5. Summary



Multiple brane solution as the Erler-Maccaferri solution, 
which uses Boundary Condition Changing Operator
in modified cubic string field theory

As in bosonic case, we check the EOM in the strong sense for the double-brane,
in modified cubic string field theory.
However, it does not satisfy the EOM and its energy is not twice of a D-brane.
On the other hand, “winding number” is expected value.

We think the “multiple half-brane” solution constructed by the  KBcG alg.
and we introduce the regularization, 
and we check that it satisfy the EOM in the strong sense 
and its energy is (energy of a D-brane)×3/2 .

Summary 

Future works

Solution of modified cubic string field theory 
→ Solution of Berkovits’ string field theory

5. Summary
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